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ABSTRACT
Continuously growing electrical energy requirements
have become an issue as resources to produce it are
limited. Numerous studies have shown that human
behavior plays a key role in buildings consumption.
Usual stochastic behavioral models rely solely on
databases to model behaviors. Thus once the
database becomes obsolete due to changes on habits
or users, the whole modeling process has to be
carried out again. We propose a new Multi-agent
model based on a psychological scheme. It is able to
simulate energy consumption accurately and to
generate realistic profiles of users that are not in the
database. We conclude showing that the bayesian
framework is a valuable tool to establish a link
between psychological model and its computer
implementation.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, energy efficiency measures have
made the end-user increasingly important and
influential on the whole distribution grid. For
example, for distributed electricity generation in lowvoltage grids, widespread on-site generation has
important effects on local electricity networksand the
matching with domestic electricity demand is very
difficult (Widén, J. et al. 2010).
Modeling the domestic electricity demand for a
large number of individual households is a complex
task. In a realistic simulation, the shape of the
demand curve must be reproduced and take into
account variations between households and spread of
demand levels for different end-uses over time.
Markov-chains models can adequately simulate
power consumption (Sharples et al. 1999). However,
the inhabitant’s reactive behavior, which is an
important factor, is poorly considered. The multiagent framework allows taking account of complex
inhabitants’ behaviors. By explicitly defining a
behavior model, a link between perception and action
may be defined and used to predict energy
consumption on the basis of the perceived
surrounding. However, decisional processes–
important underlying factors of behaviors- are still
not taken into account with great details (G. Conte et

al. 2003). An important challenge, which is
addressed in this paper, is therefore to reproduce
thought processes and better simulate
power
consumption activities.
An innovative multi-agent approach is proposed to
solve this problem. It is based on a psychological
scheme that definesthe intentions and decisions of
each agent. Our main contribution concerns an
application of theproposed cognitive scheme. We
also propose a new method to assess the similarity
between two consumption profiles.This paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the multiagent framework that is used to simulate electrical
consumption. Section 3 introduces our model based
on a novel bio-inspired cognitive agent. In section 4,
some results are presented and discussed. Finally, in
Section 5, the findings of this investigation are
summarized and conclusions are drawn.
that allows to construct intentions and decisions for
each agent. Our main contribution concerns an
application of the novel cognitive agent scheme. We
also propose a new method to assess the similarity
between two consumption profiles. This paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
multiagent framework used to simulate electrical
consumption. Section 3 introduces our modeling
method based on a novel bio-inspired cognitive
agent. In section 4 we validate results obtained in
section 3, and we assess the quality of the simulated
results. Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions.

MULTIAGENT METHODS FOR
SIMULATING BEHAVIOR
Multiagent framework and architecture of the
agents
The multi-agent approach offers a very efficient way
to simulate behaviors. Aside to include statistical
descriptions of habits, the multi-agent framework
allows using cognitive schemes to link electric
consumption with behavioral variables.
Some multi-agent systems have already been
proposed to create an integrated and semiautonomous system for the control of the building
(N. Roy et al. 2006), (F. Allerding et al. 2012), (Z.
Lin et al. 2013), (S. Abras et al. 2006), (H. Joumaa et
al. 2011) In this case the system uses information
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from sensors to propose an optimal policy, rather
than relying on pre-programmed
pre programmed model
models,
s, to
determine user needs.
L. Klein,
The home automation system presented in (L.
et al. 2011) highlights cooperation between agents in
order to satisfy comfort and cost criteria. In order to
do so, two complementary mechanisms are used. The
reactive strateg
strategy
y is able to ensure that optimality
criteria are satisfied, whereas the predictive
mechanism takes account of scheduled domestic
activities. When predictions are not available or the
models for electric devices are not fully defined, the
system is unable tto
o find an adequate control solution.
Many existing approaches, for example these
presented in (S.
S. Abras et al. 2006),
(H. Joumaa et al.
2006), (H.
multi- agents systems
2011), focus on the usability of multi
to simulate a housing environment. For instance, (L.
Klein, et aal. 2011) considers the domestic appliances
such as lighting or heating as agents. Experiments
with real buildings were performed, with a set of
actual devices changing their state from controllable
to uncontrollable, trying to be adapted to unknown
nsumptions, performing a service to the
base consumptions,
power system, while maintaining user comfort.
Le et al. simulated inhabitant behavior using a more
evolved cognitive agent (G. Conte et al, 2003) ..The
belief-desire
desire-intention
intention (BDI) architecture used in
their work all
allowed
owed reconstructing behavioral data.
agent framework they
However, in spite of the multi
multi-agent
database dependent.
used, results were still strongly database-dependent.
Furthermore, the BDI scheme is not optimal to
simulate human behavior at home, because behavior
is much more than a mean to optimize a welfare
function.
Fiske and Neuberg developed a psychological model
that helps better understanding how behavior is
related to perception and actions (Fiske & Neuberg
Their model defines a continuum between
1990).Their
habits based behavior and specific responses that
in-depth
require more in
depth reflection. Whereas habits
allow quick responses to most usual situations,
specific behaviors allow taking decisions when
situations are more unexpected but require more
cognitive resources. This hierarchical
hierarchical view of the
decision process is interesting because it allows
explaining that every habitant has a routine --e.g.
activities that are done regularly-,
regularly , and it also explains
how specific decisions may bypass the habits.
However, the application of
of this model is not
straightforward: the concept of continuum was not
meant to be implemented in a computer. In the next
section, the psychological model and its
implementation are described into more details
details.

2010
2010). Multi-agent
agent methods are more appropriate to
take into account individual strategies and choices.
Both strategies are obviously complementary.
Humans generally decide an action after
after the global
categorization of the context, and, consequently, their
behavior
avior is reactive and based on habits and
beh
stereotypes (e.g., if it is dark, they switch the light
on). Alternatively, humans sometimes take an action
after a more complex categorization that takes into
account other attributes that depend on the moment,
past
st activities and the exact situation (e.g., if it is
Sunday morning, the floor is dirty and has not been
cleaned for one week, it is time to use the vacuum
cleaner). As a third possibility, humans also take
adequate actions by combining the results of the
th
previous categorizations with other considerations
based on more complex reasoning processes, e.g.,
historic of all actions, complex motivations,
communication
with
other
persons.
Each
categorization process provides a gradual
determines the action to be taken.
“impression” that determines
In the latter case, impressions are intermediate
catego based and fully individuated.
between fully category-based
individuated

Presentation of the continuum model
Classification techniques based on global features are
often used wit
without
hout considering human factors. For
example, statistical approaches are based on
transition probabilities between activities or mean
time to define a human activity (Widén, J. et al.

Figure 1: The continuum model of impression
formation. It shows the range from category based to
as
individuating impression formation
formation processes,
process
interpretation ( © Susan T.
function of attention and interpretation.(
Fiske 1986)
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First the original model of Fiske is presented, then
we explain how the continuum model has been
adapted and implemented as the core of a multiagent
system.
The original model is presented in figure 1, Fiske
(Fiske & Neuberg 1990) explains it as follows: (1)
perceivers initially categorize the environment and
their immediate responses may be triggered by this
first categorization; (2) if the target is at least
minimally relevant, perceivers’ further attention to
attribute information will be determined by
informational and motivational factors; (3) attention
to attributes in turn mediates use of the processes
along the continuum that follows; (4) when possible,
perceivers will confirm the initial category; (5) when
an initial category cannot be confirmed, perceivers
will recategorize according to a subcategory, new
category, exemplar, or self-category; (6) when
recategorization fails, perceivers will use fully
individuated,
attribute-by-attribute,
piecemeal
integration processes. Finally, perceivers may decide
that further assessment is needed, in which event they
attend further to the target’s attributes, and the cycle
repeats.

of a task A. This yields the following joint
probability distribution over this set of variables:
P(A H IA N)=P(A) P(H) P(IA| A H) P(N|IA)

(1)

Among other adaptations needed to use Fiske’s
model in a computer implementation (figure 2), we
had to adapt some data processing components. In
particular the piecemeal integration component that
allows coping with totally new situations has been
removed, as there is no such need to decide everyday
domestic actions.
To detail the definition and structure of the model
further, we make two main hypotheses.
-There are two kinds of domestic actions: those
related to physical and biological needs, and those
related to entertainment needs.
-The decision of realizing a domestic action directly
depends on three factors, the current time, the
elapsed time since the last realization, and the
realization of other activities related to it.

Implementation of the multiagent system
The continuum model succeeds in explaining how
internal representations are formed accordingly to the
interest of the situation and cognitive resources.
However, these representations of habits and
decisions are not enough to simulate behavior at
home; there is a need to link these internal
representations to perception and action.
First we have to take the input type into account. It is
not possible to record all day long and for several
months each action of each household, so we decided
to use consumption data sampled every 10 minutes
for various electric appliances in order to know the
schedule of electrical power related actions. For
example, if the database indicates that the oven has
been turned on from 11:10am to 12:20am, it means
that someone was cooking at that time. The same
method applies for washing machine, television, and
several appliances.
The first and main hypothesis we make to define the
model that links perception, action and internal
representation, is that an internal representation IA is
associated with each domestic action A involving an
electrical device in each habitation H. Therefore, we
encode, using terms in the form P(IA|AH), probability
distributions for the representation of domestic
actions, given the action and habitation under
consideration. Moreover, we assume that these
representations act as pivots between perception of
the need (N, for need) and action A that involves the
usage of an electrical device. In other words,
perception and action are assumed to be independent,
conditionally on the knowledge of the representation

Figure 2: Proposed implementation of the continuum
model as an agent.
Figure 2 shows the general organization of our
implementation. Here we propose a brief explanation
concerning the implementation of each component;
emphasis is given on the Bayesian formalism that has
been used to provide a probabilistic framework to our
bio-inspired behavioral model.
Initial categorization: the objective of this
component is to propose a global descriptor that
allows a fast, yet accurate decision concerning the
class of action that is suited to the actual situation
and current time. Domestic tasks can be split into two
classes: one class that merge actions related to
entertainment (watching the televisions, hearing
music…) and one class related to biological and
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physical needs (cooking, washing dishes or
clothes…).
When directly applied to mean consumption curves
available in our database, one of the groups is
constituted with television and hi-fi usages whereas
the other group includes oven, washing machine,
dishwasher and deep fryer. If the present situation
closely matches one of the prototypes, attentional
resources are assigned in order to take a concrete
decision.
Let t be the current time, P(AP| t) the probability of
realizing and action related to entertainment needs,
P(AE| t). Both probabilities can be directly estimated
from time-usage database, then the probability Pt(A)
is:
( )= ( | )∪ ( | )
(2)
Confirmatory categorization: As seen before,the
previous step has established a tendency to act
towards physical or entertainment needs. However no
precise action has been decided; in order to do so
further reflection is needed. We are not interested in
reproducing patterns of devices usage but to generate
news decisions that are representative of
characteristic habits. For instance the habit of
cooking is not exclusively conditioned by the actual
time, but also depends on the time elapsed since the
previous meal. A conditional probability density
function can account adequately for this
phenomenon. Physical needs and other habits can be
adequately modeled by a Poisson probability
distribution that allows to estimate the probability of
using k times an electrical device in a given time
interval T. Let λ be the expected value of a Poissondistributed random variable, then the probability of
doing the action A given that this action has been
realized k times in the interval T is:
( | )=

!

(3)

This component allows defining concrete habits
concerning each particular action. At the same time
some of the decisions mediated by motivation and
available cognitive resources can be taken into
account by including the component that defines
cognitive available resources. Such resources depend
mainly on the age of inhabitants and their personal
preferences (i.e., people that work at home require
concentration and thus will have less cognitive
resources to assess the need to wash clothes;
consequently they will mostly rely on regular habits
to take care of this particular point.)
Recategorization: Takes interaction between usages
into account. Two types of interactions have been
identified.

-Planification: task a must be performed before task
b to achieve a more complex goal, (i.e., clothes must
be washed before they are dried).
-Adaptation to installation capabilities (i.e. ,washing
machine
and
dishwasher
cannotbe
turned
simultaneously on because of insuficient water
supply).
To take accountof these interactions, we aim to
evaluate(4): the probability of realizing the action
Ajat time tjgiven that the action Ai has been realized
at time ti ,and rates of realizationski andkjare known
for each actions Ai and Aj..
P(Ajtj| Ai ti,ki,kj)(4)
modelconditional probability 4, a poisson
distribution is also used, however the interpretation
and computation of the λ parameter is different from
the method presented for equation 3.
Here the aim to use the λ parameter to better predict
the starting time of Aj, exploiting 2 heterogeneous
sources of information: the starting time of Ai, and
the correlation between the rates ki andkj.

,

=

∗

, ≠ (5)

The symbol * represent normalized cross-correlation,
thusargmax A ∗ A is the modal interval of time
separating Aj and Ai. The equation 5 allows rewriting
expression 4 as:
P(Ajtj| Ai ti, , )(6)
Globally, the final decision is the result of two bioinspired models interacting: the Bayesian model of
perception and action that depends on internal
representations of domestic actions, and the agent
implementation of Fiske’s model that builds such
internal representations. Once both models are
adjusted with a learning procedure (described later in
this paper), sequences of decisions and domestic
actions are generated.
Assessing the representativeness of these decision
sequences requires taking account of variability in
habits and decisions. Usually, means of predictions
are compared to means of measured data (Widén et al
,2010) , however this method may easily lead to
overestimate the quality of predictions, because
important high-frequency components in power
consumption are lost.
In spite of the wide variety of methods that simulate
electrical consumption at home, so far no framework
to evaluate likelihood of generated data has been
proposed. To assess as precisely as possible quality
of simulated data, we propose using time-frequency
analysis.
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-The
The electrical device’s profile does not suffer from
high variability and can be represented with the
profile shown on figure 3c.

ACTIVITIES
CTIVITIES ENCODING TO ASSESS
QUALITY OF SIMULATED DATA
Good encoding techniques allow an efficient storing
of data by capturing its structure in a parsimonious
way. For instance time-frequency
time frequency transforms are
widely used to obtain high compression rates. Such
encoding techniques also are valuable tools to assess
similarity between two data series. Moreover, it
allows emphasizing the structure of the habits that
underlies electrical consumption profiles. In this part
of the paper, we aim to use a wavelet transform to
evaluate quality of simulated
simulated results, assess similarity
between two profiles and to serve as descriptors to
cluster several profiles.
Before applying time frequency analysis on the
consumption curve, some signal processing is
needed.
A consumption curve is indeed a multiplexed signal.
More precisely, consumption data is the result of the
consumption profile of a particular device convolved
with a behavioral component.

A Haar transform has been chosen (fig4). We will
w
show how this representation allows characterizing
consumption data. Figure 4a shows behavioral
component for a particular habitation concerning the
washing machine, the relevant information is
inter-decision
decision lapse of time plotted
contained in the inter
in figure
figure 4b, and this data series is used as input to
time-frequency
perform a Haar transform. With this timeanalysis we aim to characterize the habits of
inhabitants. To do so, information concerning the
frequency of a given action has to be deduced. As
seen in figure 4c, time
time-frequency
frequency analysis allows
obtaining a magnitude component that provides
precise information about decisions patterns
Magnitude and phase components have been defined
as follows for the Haar transform:
Let s(n) be a 1--dimensional
dimensional sequence of length N
representing electrical consumption data. The Haar
transform of s(n) is denoted by Shaar(j).. It can be
expressed in terms of its absolute value, |Shaar(j)|, and
its corresponding phase term, S’
S haar(j) as:
(j)| haar(j))
Shaar(j)= |Shaar(j)|·S’

Figure 33: (a) 67 hours of recorded electrical
consumption for the washing machine. (b) behavioral
ent for the usage of washing machine
component
machine.
(c)Consumption
)Consumption profile of the washing machin
machine).
Figure 3 shows how electrical consumption data ((fig.
3a) is decomposed:
-The
The behavioral part is represented
represented by a series of
delta-Dirac
irac that are equal to 1 when the action
“turning--on
on the washing machine” is carried by an
inhabitant(fig 3b).

(7)

Hereafter we refer to S’haar(j) as the Harr-phase
phase term,
wich can take two values, i.e. S’haar(j) ∈
∈{+1, -1},
asS
is real valued. Figure 4 shows the relation
Shaar(j)is
between the dominant frequency group of Shaar(j) and
the structure of
of the habits. Phase component can be
used to estimate preferred hours of activity, however
a global histogram of preferred hours allows a more
direct interpretation, thus it will be used. The
proposed method allows to efficiently comparing
habits of two de
decision
cision profiles by defining a
difference vector between them as Euclidean distance
in the magnitude domain and the hourly distribution
difference.
Qualities of the proposed metric versus more
traditional Peak to Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR),
possibility
include the possi
bility to discriminate differences in
consumption that are due to frequency of usage or to
typical hours of usage. This point will be further
explained with an example in the next section.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
EVALUAT
In the next subsub-sections,
sections, presented models will be
used to simulate habitations consumption of
electricity and to assess the quality of the obtained
data. We describe the databases used for
experimental evaluation, and explain the testing
procedure and the obtained results.
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Figure
re 4: Characterization of domestic decision curve with Haar transform to obtain decisions pattern.

Experimental Database
The reference database used for the test is a subset of
the REMODECE database and contains 40profiles of
usages concerning electrical devices: the oven, the
dishwasher, the washing machine, the fryer, the oven,
the television and Hi
Hi-Fi
Fi equipment. General electrical
power consumption is also available.
recorded consumption data
Each profile consists in recorded
sampled every 10 minutes during a one year period.
The reference database D was randomly divided into
three datasets known as D1, D2 and D3. D1 contains
hourly averages of time use for each electrical device
habitations; D2 contains raw electrical
concerning 35 habitations;
consumption for 4 households, data is sampled each
10 minutes for September. D3 contains raw data for
October.
Testing procedure and used metrics
The proposed simulation model was implemented in
MATLAB. The method was tested generating 3
profiles for each household of D2. Before simulating
consumption data, it is necessary to evaluate the
initial distance between habits of each household in
order to ensure that they cover a wide span of
behaviors, thus representing an adequate basis to
simulate and also generate new profiles. We propose
to compute the quadratic distance among the
histograms that are presented Figure 4 (J. Hafner et al
1995). For instance, some distances of usage are
shown Table 1. They concern the oven for four
ptember and October 2010.
habitations during Se
September

Table 1: Distance between profiles of usage in the
frequency and typical schedule domain.
Distances between usages have been represented in
table 1. The numbers above the diagonal represent
the distance between preferred hours
hours of usage,
whereas numbers below the diagonal are the
Euclidian distance in the frequency of usage domain.
To better illustrate the meaning of the metric, hourly
usage of oven in habitation 1 and 2 are shown in
figure 5, and their frequency usage in figure
figure 6.
At this point it is worth to mention that proposed
metric has two interesting advantages when
compared to usual techniques such as comparison of
mean values or PSNR computation. First, the
computation of mean values erases highhigh-frequency
thus even important differences may not
components, thus
be noticed. Second, when comparisons of mean
curves are done using Euclidean distance the global
similarity of daily usage profiles may be
underestimated, for instance, if one habitation uses an
electrical device mostly
mostly at 23:00 and another
habitation use it mostly at 1:00am, calculated
distance will consider that there is a distance of 22
hours between usages instead of the 2 hours
separating them.
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25

evaluated, second the ability to generate new,
realistic profiles will be commented.

Oven H1
Oven H2
20

D2 database is used to learn behavioral parameters
for each of the 4households; D3 is used to validate
results obtained with D2. Usually, the aggregated
demand is computed for several households; however
such procedure tends inherently to lead to good
results in part because of the noise-cancelation effect
of the aggregating procedure. Here show the
simulating results for each household, distance
between predicted and simulated hourly usage is
shown in red, distance concerning frequency of usage
is shown in blue.
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Figure 5: Hourly usage rate of the oven for
habitations 1 and 2
frequency content per group
6

5

4

Table 2: Distance between predicted VS measured
consumption profiles for the usage of the oven.

3

2

1

0

1
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Figure 6: four band spectral comparison of oven
usage in habitation 1 and 2

Table 3: Distance between predicted VS measured
consumption profiles for the usage of the washing
machine.

Validation and performance measurements
For the sake of simplicity, the presented crossvalidation will include the usages of the oven and the
washing machine. As behavioral rules remain the
same independently from electrical devices, our
simplified approach is valid without loss of
generality.
The Bayesian model presented in equation 1 allows
the computation of behavioral questions. This is done
using Bayesian inference, in a systematic,
automatized manner. Indeed the proposed Bayesian
model defines a joint probability distribution over its
variables, from which any probabilistic term of
interest can be computed. The Bayesian framework
answers questions concerning several phenomena as
it links behavior, perceptions and internal
representations. For example, the Bayesian
framework allows to answer the question: “given an
observed action, which internal representation is
more likely?”.The aim of this paper is to simulate
actions at home thus the questions concern mainly
P(A).
To validate our approach we will show the ability of
our system to simulate known profiles will be

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Table 2 and 3 show a good matching between the
predicted data and the results. Habits and usages are
well represented by the proposed framework.
Moreover, since the scheme of our multi-agent
approach takes behavioral parameters as input, data
for different populations can be generated. For
instance (Stéphan, et al. 2009), has established that
hourly usage of electrical devices are influenced by
the type of residence, i.e., hotels have an aggregated
consumption curve that presents a delay when
compared to those of surrounding habitations.
Thanks to the bio-inspired scheme, the proposed
framework is able to include information concerning
the behavior of inhabitants. This method represents
an improvement with respect to purely statistical
methods that need specific databases to simulate
power consumption.
This method is able to predict electricity
consumption accurately even with small databases.
Furthermore, it is possible to simulate determined
types of inhabitants based on observed habits, and
not only on electrical consumption data.
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In our future work, we aim to investigate further this
point in order to establish a link between internal
representations of domestic tasks and behavioral data
obtained with short surveys.
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